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Desert Lodge is our hospitality training facility and part of the Wolwedans Desert Academy, based at the Village at Wolwedans. Desert Lodge 
is officially part of the Wolwedans Foundation. The sister properties, part of the Wolwedans Collection,  are Dune Camp, Boulders Camp and 
2 exclusive villas (Mountain View Suite and Plains Camp). All are located in the private 220 000-hectare NamibRand Nature Reserve, an 
International Dark Sky Reserve. The NamibRand is famed for its red dunes, endless yellow plains, impressive mountain ranges, magnificent 
landscape and fascinating eco-system. Located only 60 kilometres from the coast, summer evenings are cooled by refreshing west winds, 
while winter mornings make for exceptional photography with layers of fog in the desert. 

Location & Access

By road: Windhoek or Swakopmund is a 6- to 7-
hour scenic drive and a true discovery of 
Namibia. 

By air: Fly from Windhoek or Swakopmund (1½ 
hours each) into the NamibRand Reserve. 

The Wolwedans Foundation

Desert Lodge falls under the umbrella of the 
Wolwedans Foundation.
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Unique Selling Points

Vast and ancient landscape: The NamibRand is a 220 000-hectare private reserve considered one of the most 
photographic destinations on the continent.

The Wolwedans Way: Committed to ‘The Pursuit of Happiness’; ‘Business in Balance’ and ‘5 C’s Sustainability’ 

The experience: A truly transformative immersion with a variety of activities for the heart, mind and soul.

Iconic Namibia: If you are going to visit one place in Namibia, visit Wolwedans.
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NEED TO KNOW

Fast Facts:
• 1-night stays are not accepted at Desert Lodge. There is a minimum stay of 2 

nights. 
• The lodge is open all year. Arrival days are flexible. 
• Desert Lodge is a hospitality training facility and part of the Wolwedans 

Desert Academy.
• Only group bookings (of 5 rooms or more) are accepted.
• 10 tents: 1 x Desert Suite (can take kids) | 3 x Family Rooms (with a separate 

kids room) | 6 x Tented Rooms.

Children: 
• Children 7+ years and older are welcome. 
• 4 rooms have a separate children’s room, sharing the main bathroom.
• Children up to 7-18 years sharing a room with 2 full paying adults pay 25% of 

adult rate. 
• 2 Children up to 18 years occupying their own room pay adult rates. 
• If 3 or more children share their own room, the first two will pay adult rates 

and the others will pay 25% each (as if sharing with parents). 
• WOLWEDANS LINGER LONGER: Stay 4 | Pay 3. Valid all year at Desert Lodge.

CAMP FACILITIES TENT FACILITIES 

Number of tents 10 Maximum guests 20 adults Extra beds On request Standing fan On request

Children 7+ Electricity 220V solar Aircon û Booze box û

Childminding û Wi-Fi WIFI lounge Mosquito nets ü In-room safe ü

Fenced û Private dinners ü Private pool û Emergency comms. Horn

Check in 12:00 Credit cards ü Bath û Hairdryer û

Check out 10:00 Wellness treatments û Indoor shower ü Laundry included Extra charge

Swimming pool ü Keep fit û Outdoor shower ü Disabled access û



Activities

Activities Included & Excluded:
Boulders 

Camp
Dune Camp Plains Camp

Mountain 
View Suite

AM and PM scenic drives ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Wolwedans desert sundowners ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Heart & Home Village Tour X ✔ ✔ ✔

Wolwedans Water Walk ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

“Antares”: Naked eye star safari ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Full day scenic safari ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

eBiking – Fat bikes ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Bushman walk ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Horse-riding* ✘ EXTRA EXTRA EXTRA

Hot-air ballooning (must be booked in advance) EXTRA EXTRA EXTRA EXTRA

* WOLWEDANS VILLAGE: These activities are only available at Wolwedans Village. Not applicable to Boulders Camp due to distance 
between Camp & Village.
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Travel information

Season The Wolwedans Collection camps and lodges are open all year. 

Weather The NamibRand has a desert climate and average summer temperatures range between 34 and 38°C with almost no humidity. Although winter 
days are generally pleasant, nights can be rather frosty and temperatures can fall well below zero.

Rainfall The NamibRand has an annual mean rainfall between 70 & 80 mm. Most of the rain falls during summer months, but the reserve is on the edge 
of the winter rainfall area and occasionally receives a small amount of winter rain, though this is normally not more than a few millimetres.

Temperature 
Jan - Mar Apr - Jun Jul - Sep Oct - Dec

Average day 35°C / 95°F 29°C / 84°F 33°C / 91°F 35°C / 96°F

Average night 19°C / 66°F 11°C / 52°F 17°C / 63°F 16°C / 60°F

GPS Coordinates
Latitude 25.54840°S

Longitude 15.58991°E

Vaccinations No yellow fever risk in Namibia. The NamibRand is a malaria-free area. Wolwedans abides by the Namibian code of Covid regulations. No PCR 
testing is available on site.

Currency Namibian Dollar and South African Rand are widely used. United States Dollar, Pound Sterling, Euro are accepted

Travel Visa Please confirm before travel
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Sustainability is not a side arm of Wolwedans, it is the heart and soul and who we are. 

Striving for ‘Business in Balance’, by doing what is good for people 
and the environment, ahead of leading with commercial success The ‘Pursuit of Happiness’, ahead of the quest for profit. 

THE WOLWEDANS VISION 2030, themed ‘The AridEden Project’ is underpinned by a philosophy of balancing people, planet and profit in 
everything they do. The AridEden Project provides the framework and identity for the Wolwedans journey ahead.

www.arideden.org

Wolwedans has been a member of The Long Run since 2011 

Guided by the interconnectedness of their ‘5C’s Sustainability’: Conservation, Commerce, Community, Culture, and now, Consciousness.

Guided by the pillars of the Wolwedans Way, our business engagement is based on:
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THE 5Cs SUSTAINABILITY

Commerce affects the sustainability of a destination as it affects the people who live in and near natural areas. Sustainable commercial operations offer the 
opportunity to provide income streams for people, as well as for reinvesting back into the initiatives in each of the 5Cs dimensions. 

Conservation refers to the sustainable use of natural resources and safeguarding the integrity of the local ecosphere. This dimension addresses issues related to 
environmental management systems to minimise their impact (i.e. energy, water, waste management) as well as biodiversity conservation of the Pro-Namib and 
beyond.

Community activities enhance the wellbeing of all relevant communities who have a socio-economic or cultural relationship with Wolwedans or the land on which 
they are located. Activities in this dimension address fair working conditions, local and regional relations, social ventures, capacity building, and support for small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs), among others.

Culture. Through this dimension they strive to strengthen intercultural understanding and relations, safeguarding cultural heritage while raising awareness of cultural 
diversity. It not only refers to the wider public but starts with ones own internal culture. 

Consciousness. In the context of day-to-day life at Wolwedans, Consciousness is “the state of being aware of and responsive to one's surroundings – as an organisation
and as individuals, including guests." This applies to what one does and why, and how one lives and engages… It is not such a straightforward concept and is, therefore, 
possibly the most interesting ‘C’ in the Wolwedans mix.
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Wolwedans Foundation  www.wolwedans.org |  The Arid Eden Project www.arideden.org

The Wolwedans reservations and marketing are now being handled by Classic Portfolio; please contact them 

directly for all queries.

CONTACT DETAILS

NamibRand Safaris (Pty) Ltd is the registered entity trading as 

Wolwedans Collection NamibRand Safaris (Pty) Ltd.

RESERVATIONS

+27 (0)21 876 2153

reservations@wolwedans.com

www.wolwedans.com

MARKETING

+27 (0)21 876 2153

marketing@classic-portfolio.com

www.classic-portfolio.com

http://www.wolwedans.org/
http://www.arideden.org/
mailto:reservations@wolwedans.com?subject=ENQUIRY%20FROM%20RATE%20SHEET
http://www.wolwedans.com/

